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THE AURORA. 
,.,. SCIENCE ~IT:::S::: PRACTICE_" 
Vol. XI.]. Iowa State Agricultural College, March, 1883. [No. 2. 
THE SUMMO~S. 
BY. ELLA WHEELEH. 
I think the leaf would sooner 
Be the 1irst to break away 
'Than to hang alone in the orchar,l 
In the bleak NoYember clay. 
Arni I think the fate of the flower, 
That falls in the midst of bloom, 
Is sweeter than if it lingered 
To clie in the autumn's gloom. 
:some glowing golclen morning, 
In the heart of summer time, 
.As I stand in the perfect vigor 
And strength of my youth's !(lad prime. 
When my heart is light and happy, 
And the world seems bright to me, 
I wonk\ like to !lrop from this earth-lif<' 
As a green leaf !lrnp, from the tree. 
,Some clay, when the golden glory 
Of June is over the earth, 
And the birds are singing together 
ln a wild, mad stram of mirth, 
When the skies are as clear aml cllllulless 
As the skies of ,June can be, 
I would like to have the summons 
Sent down from God to me. 
I would not wait for the furrows, 
For the faded eyes and hair, · 
But pass out, swift amt sudden, 
Ere I grew heart-sick with care. 
I would break, some mom, in my singing. 
Or fall in my springing walk, 
As a full blown flower will sometimes 
Drop all abloom from the stock. 
·so, in my youth's glad morniug, 
While the summer walks abroad, 
I would like to hear the summons 
That must <'ome, some time, from God. 
I would pass from the earth's perfection 
To the endless June aboYe, 
.From the fullness of living and loving 
To the noon of immortal love. 
THE BLIGHT OF INTELLEC'lT-
ALISM. 
BY PROF. W. H. WYNN. 
Literary men, scientists, specialists gen-
erally, are in danger of becoming so wrapped 
up in their favorite pursuits, as to forget 
that there was ever any warm, neighborly tie 
binding them to their fellows. In plain 
words-for there is no use of mincing it-
they are likely to become intellectualized 
and selfish in the extreme. Men of money 
are often thought to bear the heaviest load 
of this sin-the sin of selfish isolation in 
' the midst of pulsing life-throbs beating 
everywhere in a living community of hearts. 
But we can take up these cases and mention 
extenuating circum .. tances ; as, for exam-
ple, in Shylock, a lingering attachment for 
the race and the religious sect to which he 
belonged, a father's love for a renegade 
daughter not altogether suppressed, and a 
susceptibility to repentance when driven 
into the narrowest strait. 
When, however, the heart is all shriveled 
up and frosted, the blood all dried out, as it 
may be in the literary and scientific recluse 
of this age-all human sympathy gone-we 
have, as every one will see, a hopeless case. 
A mummy? No, a mummy is dead. That 
is a fii?ure of speech that will by no means 
reach the case. This man we speak of is 
dead on one side, and intensely alive on the 
other. Not paralytic, for paralysis falls on 
a man when he is not aware. He is a case 
20 LITERARY. 
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of a man who has voluntarily withdrawn· ties, and swelling out with an enormous 
from all the fond dreams of his childhood head. He has laid the line of his intellect 
and youth, from the remembrances of home, on the immensities, and they are nothing. 
mother, school-days, The soul is nothing, or speedily to vanish 
-" those first. affections, into nothing, and all the amenities are a 
Those shadowy recollcctioos, sham. If a man will uncover his head be-
Which, be thry what they may, neath the stars and assume to worship. he is 
And yet the fountain light ot all our day," a fool. If he has any a>\"e over the coffin of 
who has utterly shut them out and pressed a dead friend, or tenderness that vents itself 
them down, that he may live in the narrow in a tear, he is cowardly, and only cringing 
round of some burrowing formula, or the as the savage cowered aforetime when the 
musty refuse of dead thoughts piled up tempest went crashing over his tent. Im-
mountain high. mortality!' Ilah ! I have handled all the 
Problems! problems! glittering forever dust there is in the world, arnl I know the 
as icicles in the dry light of the understand- forces, and have tossed them as the athlete 
ing--the stars, the rocks, the elements, life tosses his balls. I have removed the veil 
stea1ning in primitive seas, the emergence of from the mysteries, and have found an ass's 
dripping continents, vegetation creeping on head. Come, now, cease glueing yourself 
through the smiling zones, human life burst- to the embers; '· eat, drink, and be merry, 
ing into the woods, and rolling down in for to-morrow we may die."· 
teeming civilizations along the river courses And now here is the young, unsophisti-
and over the booming seas; suns, systems, cate<l, unsuspecting student applying to 
the universe-0 ! upon these all with des- Mephistopheles as if he were the chief of all 
perate · energy he throws himself to solve, university dons. Read that act. The bligllt 
and now, father, mother, wife, child, home, of intellectualism was never so admirably 
hope, heaven, the commone·st sympathies of couched. L:tw, medicine, theology,-the 
human life, must all go for naught, for the eager brain of the young man would take 
poor hag-ridden misanthrope has cut loose them all in-and the flippant ingenuity of 
from his kind. the arch-scoffer puffs all human aspirations 
This is no exaggerated picture. Have you about as the thistle down is driven by the 
read Faust? That remarkable poem reveals ·wind. The student wants some wise in-
most startlingly the malady of the age. scriptiou from ~iephistopheles that shall be 
,vhat becomes of the man who suffers him- a convenient motto for him in his university 
self to go all to head, whose intellect sponges career, and so passes his album to him; 
up the warm sympathies of his heart, and whereupon the friend writes-would that the 
spills them profligately upon the dust? :Fun- bony fingers- and shriveled aspect of the 
gus-headed shall we call him? Ile is un- demon could at that instant have flashed out 
tloubtedly a moral monstrosity that all men from their disguise upon the startled gaze of 
should shudder to behold. Is it any wonder the student-he writes: Er'itis sicut Deus, 
that Faust should fall at last and wholly scientes bonum it rnalum; and then clinches 
into the clutches of Mephistopheles, and so the moral by the cruel banter : " Only follow 
sink down hopelessly into the mists and sul- the old saying and my cousin the snake, and 
phur pits of sensuality, when he trusted some time or other yon, with vour likeness 
wholly to the head, as our modern specialist to God, will be sorry enough." This the 
is intent on doing? student does not hear. Poor boy! he is go-
Who is Mephistopheles-what does he ing to carry out the fiend's instruction to 
mean, and where is he found? Wheel round the letter; he is going to rack his brain, and 
the next corner, go into the first studio or fling his human sympathies away, until like 
counting-room you come to, the first lawyer's succulent roots torn up from the soil, they 
office, or laboratory, or lecture-room, or shop, freeze and rot in the unkindly clime. 
you will see him chuckling over the sancti- Looking at this blasting evil of our times 
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as it is; not growing fanatical over it at all· 
feeling how near it haunts our own pre: 
cincts; measuring carefully through the ob-
servation of years the wide territory of 
souls it despoils, one can hardly refrain 
. from forcing some commanding point of 
public attention and alarm, some tower or 
mountain peak, whence in thunder tones 
and prophet's importunities the sad busi-
ness might be rebuked. 
THE GE.XIUS OP ITALY. 
song of human depravity, purification and 
moral perfection in sublime strains that 
have become the heirloom of the ages. It 
marks a tramitory penod in the growth of 
intellect, when the works of Dante burst 
like a star through the darkness of ancient 
mythology and guided humanity to the birth-
place of a higher, nobler aim. When the 
dreams of a banished poet were weighed in 
the balance of destiny, and it sank upon the 
side of progress; when intelligent thought 
which had for ages been chained in the dun~ 
geons of superstition, burst from the ,vither-
JJelii,erecnu WALTEitllicHExHv,audAwardedSeconcl ing embrace of Papal authority and began 
Priw al Horne Contest, Ivn•cc Aari~ulluml c,,ueuc. its triumphant march that has culminated 
Life is the conflux of two eternities. It i~ the g~·andeur of to-day. In this revival 
is a continuous war of growth and decav.: of l_earmng that gave a morning freshness 
On every hand is seen this mighty struggle l to lltera~ure. an~ f!Iled Europe with a thrill 
for existence. The stream of Time, ever i of conscious activity, Dante led Italy, and 
freighted with the wrecks of men and of : Italy led the world. In times of continued 
nations, rushes on with remorseless sweep, ! peace, hur_nanity is like a great slumbering 
to the vast ocean of eternity; bearing 011 its sea; ':avrn~ above unknown treasures-
turbulent bosom the proud and the lowlv- dreamily lavmg the shores of eternity. But 
the strong and the weak-the true and the g~eat political convulsions, the thunderings 
false. Destiny is a stern Goddess-unmoved of war, or the clashing of ideas, Rtir the 
alike by hopes or fears-by smiles or tears. waters !o their greatest depths and bring to 
Natipns are born, flourish and decay. They ~he Si~rface, along with the rubbish, some of 
are breathed into existence, sing their songs its brightest gems. It ig the sleep of genius 
of sorrow or remorse, and pass from the full- -that n~eds but the touch of occasion to 
ness of life to the stillness of death. Every a,~aken it to tl~e activities of life. As the 
age has striven to perpetuate its impell- French Revolution produced a Wordsworth 
ing prmciple-to carve the story of its pur- and the l~eformation a Shakespeare, so the 
pose on the imperishable tablets of eternity wrongs of Italy produced a Dante-Dante, 
-to call forth its sweete<;t melodies, to blend who resurrected learning from tile gloomy 
them in the songs of the centuries which sepulcher of the middle ages-who harvested 
shall gather greater strength and dee;er har- the wide fields of imagination, and since 
mony, till they l1lingle their mighty voices in whom all other_s have been but gleaners of 
the grand anthem of universal peace. Egypt straw· Born m Florence-the flower of 
built her massiye pyramids to perpetuate the It~ly-:-he llrank from her fountains of in-
glory of her Kings. In the center of the s?iration and became a true disciple of his 
once proud city of Athens, stands the Acrop- tu~ie. He was a lover of art, a friend of 
olis-whose marble wilderness speaks the science and a master of poetry; a statesman 
grandeur of her earlier days. Amid the abo_veyarties, a warrior abo,d vengeance, a 
ruins of Rome, every stone is eloquent of chnstian above creeds. "The world was his 
the mighty power once held bv that mistress country-to do good his religion." He was 
of the world. While the thirteenth century the father of the Italian language and the 
-marred by the discords of political strife bold ~eformer who entered the first plea in 
and religious despotism, found its voice in t~e high court of reason for the eternal 
a single man-lonely Dante, who, rising divorcement of church and state. Philoso-
above the great agita~ions of his time, struck phy was the shrine of his deepest devotion, 
the chords of an achmg heart, and sung the and bowing with reverence at the throne of 
LITERARY. 
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reason, he worshiped that daughter of God 
with all the ardor of his passionate soul. He 
was a devoted seeker for wisdom-a lover of 
truth for truth's sake. He felt the loneli-
ness of genius, and drawing himself within 
the realm of his own greatness, he reigned 
in the kingdom of sages-supreme. Think-
ing high above the masses, he knew the soli-
tude of those whose plans reach far beyond 
their time. Alone, on the ocean of thought, 
blown by the dry winds that miserable pov-
erty breathes forth, in the fiery heat of a 
wounded pride and a haughty spirit, was 
wrought the Divine Comedy-tlie work of 
misery-the pride of Italy-the treasure of 
the world. Nothing can be more solemn, 
more mournful than the death of cherished 
ideas, that have consoled humanity or sus-
tained a race. In the vast arena of thought 
is seen the tragedy of tragedies-the assas-
sination of desire-the murder of hope. 
But Dante, though touched by the death of 
aged dogmas, curtained their errors with a 
mantle of regret, and consigned them to the 
everlasting oblivion of by-gone times. He 
sought to draw the minds of men from the 
myths of air, to realities of earth-from 
vague speculations of a buried past, to the 
needs of the present and hopes for the fu-
ture. He found the golden mean between 
boundless skepticism and unfathomable su-
perstition, and built upon the ruins of 
priestly power the pure religion of human-
ity. He dug deep into the hidden springs of 
action, and from the pure stream of his in-
spiration produced the Comedy, which hu-
manity, not Dante, called Divine. A monu-
ment, which, huilt on the confines of ancient 
and modern civilization, rises in supremacy 
and grandeur, high above the wrecks and 
ruins of literature and religion. A work in 
which the highest thoughts of genius, clothed 
in the simple !{arb of peasantry, is still vivid 
in portrayal and majestic in its power of ex-
pression. It communes with the great prin-
ciples of morality, contemplates the condi-
tions of universal good. and interprets for a 
people the will of God. A work which, 
while it re-echoes the moans of a past that 
was dying forever, saluted in sublime strains 
the dawning of a new civilization. Every 
man lives a double life. One real and his 
own-the other seeming and the world's. 
Though in many they unite, in Dante they 
were far apart. He was tossed on a sea of 
cruel circumstances, blown into countless 
dangers by the withering winds of hatred 
and deceit. But all the turmoil of his outer 
life could not produce a ripple on the quiet 
grandeur of his soul, which, glowing with 
the effulgence of divine beauty and stamped 
with the seal of the Diety, was mirrored in 
his work-the new life-a glowing picture of 
his inner mind-his real being. In every 
hfe it is this hidden dwelling of the real that 
widens to a palace of success, or shrinks to 
a dungeon of dispair. Ever closed to the 
staring eyes of the world-the cradle of the 
purest thoughts-the divine alter at which 
the soul communes with God. It was in the 
early morning of his marvelous life that 
Dante first met Beatrice, who inspired the 
poet with that transcendent love his Comedy 
immortalized. Beautiful Beatrice ! The 
bright star of his destiny ; ever beaming 
with brilliant purity through his darkest 
hours of despair. The Queen in his realm 
of thought, who tuned his harp for undying 
melodies and thrilled his great soul with 
that divine inspiration that lured him on to 
immortality. Humanity has ever despised 
her greatest benefactors; offered her noblest 
sons upon the altar of popular discontent. 
From the darkness of dungeons-from the 
thorny path of exile-from the steps of the 
gallows and the " thud" of the guillotine, 
comes the sorrowful wail of persecuted ge-
nius. And the sweet singer of Italy, while 
endeavoring to crown his century with a 
wreath of progress, was stung by the poison-
fangs of treachery, seized by the icy hands 
of ingratitude, and hurled from the gates of 
Florence to wander in sorrow, an eYile, 
alone! 
"Alone! that worn-out word, 
So idly spoken and so coldly heard; 
Yet all that poets sing or grief hath known, 
Of hope laid waste, dwells in that word, Alone!" 
It is hope that sustains the human race. 
Angel winged hope ! Daughter of sorrow ! 
Child of care! And_hoveringoverDante, he 
could hear the rustle of a wing and see 
through the clouds of anguish the silvery 
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beam that led him on through every land I despised by those he had striven to elevate, 
where his language was spoken. ·weary, cursed by those he had labored to save. He 
foot-sore and sorrowful, he chased the vague drank from the cup of sorrow and wore the 
phantom of" peace," which restless hmnan- 'crown of thorns-which, from the time of 
ity has forever foll-owed m vain. But all Jesus, has ever been the reward of those 
success must come through sorrow, and who have sought to elevate their race. He 
from the heartaches of Dante sprang up the traveled all the length of life's uneven road, 
gem of his century, the crowning labor of and being weary of his burden, he gave his 
his life-that "medevial miracle of song." heart into ang-els' Keeping. Upon the'' Rock 
The misery of Dante proved a blessing to of Ages" he inscribed his name, and his 
the world. Were it not for the thorns in his spirit rising above the storms of adversity, 
heart, the silence of ten centuries would not took an exalted place in that immortal band 
have found a voice. He was crowned with of those who died for men. 
hate and agony. And," carrying a crucifix Oh, Italia ! Land of beauty ! Home of 
within his bosom, he climbed the rugged poetry and song! Many are thy illustrious 
pathway of success-publicly shrouded with sons that have shone in the diadem of genius 
scorn, secretly transfigured by the smile of and worn the wreath of Immortelles. But 
God,. All the virtues, all the vices were the brightest gem that has glittered in thy 
ahke exemplified in his wonderful career. bosom is lonely, homeless Dante-the glo-
His own hands grasped the shaggy sides of rious outcast-the immortal dreamer. Born 
Lucifer, his own foet climbed the hill of in luxury, he labored for Italy, blessed hu-
expiation, his own brow glittered with the manity, and died in misery. Forgive his 
stamp of purity. Having won the smile of faults-worship his genius-reverence his 
the beautiful Beatrice, he pictured-Heaven. name. Solitude was his studio-the uni-
Having felt the keenest pangs of sorrow, he verse his field of action-eternity his goal'. 
depicted-Hell. He held an exalted place in 
the realm of true greatness, and with his LITERARY BRIEFLETS. 
death closed an era of Italian progress, the Keep to the right. 
most pathetic, sublime and tragic since the 
days when Rome, tottering under a mighty Education don't come by bumping agin 
de school house. weight of corrupt despotism, fell with a 
crash and buried the liberties of her people Crouch is said to have received :325 for 
beneath the ruined fabric of a once proud writing Kathleen Mavourneen. 
republic. Woman's "sphere'' is widening, in the 
A profound change has been made in the educational world. mainly through her own 
world of ideas. Where once stood the rack efforts. 
and the thumb-screw, now rises the incense I See whar you g-wine to hit befo' you lift 
from the altar of brotherly love. The dark your hoe. 
dungeons of superstition have been burst If the excellent speeches and brilliant 
asunder, and the white wings of progress editorials that have been given on the 
span the world. Now the serpent of re- amendment quest1011 could be collected, it 
morse hisses in the ear of memory, and would furnish a valuable addition to our 
Italy, returning to the dewy dawn of civili- Iowa literature. 
zation, scatters flowers of regret on his Foster is said to have received $15,000 for 
grave, whose life it was her greatest pleas- his share as author of '"The Old Folks at 
ure to persecute and defame. Just as he had 
reached the summit of his grandeur and the 
depth of his misery, death touched his tired 
heart. The chords of his lyre were broken-
Home." 
A man dat kin make a libin' playin' de 
fiddle aint ap' to pester de hoe handle. 
his God-like, sorrowful life was done. He Nothing is politically right which is mor-
died, an outcast from the city of his birth- ally wrong. 
2-! L17'.ERAR Y. 
"Annie Laurie" was written by a man 
named Douglass, more than two hundred 
years ago. 
A kind word or a l.Jright smile lightens 
many a ,veary load. 
Richard ·wagner, the great musical com-
poser, who died in Venice the 13th of last 
.Fubruary, was evidence of what persever-
ance and self exertion will du. 
Be l.Jrief; for it is with words as with sun-
beams, the more tlwy are conuensed the 
deeper they burn.-HoulheJ/. 
The opera for which Payrn, wrote ''Home, 
Sweet Home," proved a failure. The song, 
howbver, was wildly applauded; 100,000 
copies of the song were sold the first year, 
and the publishers cleared over $20,000 in 
two years, yet Payue never received a cent. 
Peter Cooper-who died recently-has 
left a living monument, grander than any 
granite, in the shape of the Cooper Insti-
tute. No greater deed of generosity can be 
done than tlw education of men. 
Trashy literature is the bane of many a 
college student's life. Its corrupting influ-
ence is seen in the morals, manners, and 
marks of many a young man whose pros-
pects, otherwise. would predict a glorious 
future. 
Josiah Quincy once asked John Randolph 
who was the most eloquent orator he had 
listened to: '·The greatest orator I ever 
heard," siad Randolph, "was a woman; she 
was a slave. She was a mother, and her 
rostrum was the auction block.'' He then 
rose and imitated with thrilling pathos the 
tones with which this woman had appealed 
to the sympathy and justice of the bystand-
ers, and finally the mdignation with which 
she denounced them. '·There was elo-
quence,'' he said. "I have heard no man 
speak like that. It was over-powering." 
SOCIETY NOTES. 
The Cliolian Socie.ty numbers 23 excellent 
lady members--9 new and 1-! old. We give 
some of the questions discussed in April: 
1. Should women have the right of suff-
rage? 
2. Is a nation's literaturn affected by its 
former government? 
The Crescents number 1D new and :i;~ old. 
Total -52. April questions are 
1. That the infiuence·of Ingersoll's teach-
ing is detrimental to our present civiliza-
tion. 
2. That "Glaclstoue·s Policy" is 01.e only 
correct solution of the Irish Laed Question. 
The Philomathian Society numbers 57--21 
new and 3o old. April questions are: 
I. That the best interests of the country 
demand that the Democratic party should 
control the affairs of government. 
2. That ,Justice demands that Ireland 
should govern herself. 
The Bachelor's Society has 73 members--
52 olu and 21 new. Questions discussed: 
1. Resolved, that universal suffrage is 
for the best interests of a nation. 
2. That it is for the best interests of the 
United States to encourage the annexation 
move in Canada. 
LAUGH AND GROW FAT. 
There is not the remotest corner or little 
inlet of the minute blood vessels of the 
human body that does not feel some wave-
let from the convulsion occasioned by good 
hearty laughter. The life principle, or the 
central man, is shaken to the innermost 
depth, sending new tides of life and 
strength to the surface, thus materially 
tending to insure good health to the persons 
who indulge therein. The blood moves 
more rapidly and conveys a differe:1t im-
pression to all the organs of the body, as it 
visits them on tliat particular mystic jour-
ney when the man is laughiug, from what it 
does at other 1,imes. For this reason every 
good, hearty laugh in which a person 
indulges prolongs life, cnnveying as it does 
new and distinct stimulus to the vital forces. 
Doubtless the time will come when physic-
ians, conceding rnore importance than they 
now do to the influence of the mind upon 
the vital forces of the body, will make up 
their prescriptions more with reference to 
the mind and less to drugs for them, and 
will, in so doing, find the best and most 
effective method of producing the required 
effect upon the patient. -Ex. 
SCIENTIFIC. 2,5 
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SCIENTIFIC. domain-the parlors-while the less attract-
ive ones have found their places on the 
THE HOME OF DR. GUAY. shelves of the museum proper. 
Every student in tbe College who has ever The Botanical Library is next door to the 
studied botany has heard of Dr. Asa Gray, Doctor's study, connected by a short hall-
the venerable botanist of Harvard 1;niver- way. Here are nearly four thousand books 
sity. He is a bright, active, little old man, entirely devoted to botany. Tile room is 
with sparkling eyes and a quick. nervous almost as large as our College Library, but 
way of speaking; but there is in all his much higher, and is completely fire proof. 
manner that ,vhich drnws one toward ]nm The cases are in two sets: the lower are on 
and makes one long to know him better. He the floor, and above these are the upper ones, 
lives in a great plain wooden house of the which are reached by an iron gallery. Next 
:New England style of fifty years ago, siti.1- to the library is the Herbarium, also fire-
ated in the northwestern part of the city of proof. The cases are similarly arranged in 
Cambridge, which is, as you all know, just two sets, lower and upper. Broad tables oc-
over the bay from Boston. The house is on cupy the central part of the large room, and 
a bit of a terrace overlo,,king the Botanic I at one end of these sits the curator, Mr. 
Gardens, and adjoining the Gniversity, Her- Watson, one of the most accurate of sys-
barium and Conservatory. I had occasion tematic botanists in the country. A tall, 
the past winter to make frequent visits to well formed, but diffident and quiet gray-
the Botanic Gardens, and so saw much of haired bachelor, wearing spectacles-that is 
the genial Doctor. You enter the building .Mr. Watson. Whenever I have gone into 
which contains the Herbarium, and pass the Herbarium during the last ten years, I 
along a little hallway to the Doctor's private lu,ve invariably found him bending over that 
study. Here we find him with a wilderness same table, examining critically some new 
of specimens of dried plants about him, plant from the far west, or re-examining 
with books, pamphlets and papers. A'little some old one, which further study had ren-
gray-haired man rises at once and greets dered interesting. I left him bending over 
you, bidding yon welcome. You observe the table in February last, and I have no 
that he has been studying the Compositor, doubt that when I return I shall find him 
that being his special life work. When I there still. Come into my study and I'll 
last saw him he had that dreadfully difficult show you the results of this persistent work 
genus of plants, the Asters, under consider- in several ponderous books which Mr: Wat-
ation. He told me that he was just seventy- son has made. 
two years old. One would hardly have A llttle farther on, through an iron door-
thought him so old. May be you will catch way, and we reach tile Botanical Labora-
sight of Mrs. Gray, one of the most attract- tory, with its fine apparatus. Here Dr. 
ive ladies it has ever been my good fortune Goodale has charge. For a great many years 
to meet. She is the Doctor's constant com- Dr. Gray taught the classes in botany in 
panion. "\Vuerever he goes, she goes, as if Harvard Gniversity, but in the spring of 
to protect him, and to help spare to .A.meri- 1873 he was relieved of that duty after nearly 
can science its most industrious worker. fifty years of service, and the work was put 
Go on into the parlors and see the evi- upon younger shoulders. Dr. Goodale is the 
dences on every hand of the naturalist whose Professor of Vegetable Physiology, and also 
whole life, whose whole current of thought gives instruction in the botany of the flow-
has been given to finding out the secrets of ering plants. The rest of the science, viz : 
the plant world. The whole house, so far the botany of the lower plants, as the ferns, 
as I have seen it, is pervaded by the spirits mosses, fungi, seaweeds, etc .. is in charge of 
of its owner. It is a botanical museum Dr. Farlow. Tilus two younger men carry 
from one end to the other. The prettier the work which formerly was borne by Dr. 
things have gravitated towards Mrs. Gray's Gray. Dr. Goodale has just returned from 
26 SCIENTIFIC. 
a year in Europe, where he had bought the 
finest supply of apparatus for physiological 
investigations in botany to be found in the 
country. I took a half day for its examina-
tion, longing for the time to come when our 
College can afford such facilities for investi-
gations. 
Now run through the long row of conser-
vatories. First you plunge into a tropical 
atmosphere, where plants f.rnm India and 
other hot regions grow; next byway of con-
trast is a cool room with its Acacias, and 
other shrubs. Leading out from this a fern-
ery for the ferns of northern climates ; this 
is cool and damp. Beyond we reach another 
hut region, with tropical ferns in abundance. 
Then comes the octagonal palm house, with 
its palms and tree ferns. One of the latter 
is fully fifteen feet high. One room more 
and we are in the midst of the orchards and 
pitcher plants of the tropics. How our 
Sophomores would enjoy studying botany in 
this room ! Here one may see all those odd 
forms described so well by Dr. Gray in his 
books; all these,· and hundreds more, may 
oil. The mixture is left at rest for some 
days, and the ultramarine finally extracted 
by suspension in water. 
By this treatment the ultramarine is ob-
tained as a fine, soft powder, of various 
shades of blue, the portion deposited first. 
being of a dark blue, and that deposited last 
constituting a pale-blue powder called ultra-
marine ash. As obtained bv this process, 
ultramarine costs about twenty-five dollars 
per ounce. 
In 1814 Tassaert observed the formation 
of a bluish mass in the soda furnaces of St. 
Gotain, and he gave some of this to Van-
quelin, who, by analysis, proved that it had 
-i;he same composition as had ultramarine. 
This result induced the French Society to 
offer a prize, with a view of encouraging re-
searches regarding the manufacture of ultra-
marine. The P[Oblem was solved by two 
chemists, working independently. They 
were Guinet, who kept his process secret, 
and Ginelin. who published his experiments. 
Since this time the manufacture of ultra-
marine has been developed and perfected, so 
one see. that the quantity formerly costing $100, can 
Here. surrounded by books, specimens, now be obtained for from 30 to 40 cents. 
apparatus and growing plants, has Dr. Gray Ultramarine as found in nature is a com-
lived for more than fifty-five years. Here pound constant in color and compo~ition. It 
he has built up the largest IIerbarium in I has a blue color, and resists the action of an 
America. Here he has written all his text alum solution, or of acetic acid. The arti-
books, which have been conned by students ficial product varies in color and composi-
in all parts of the country for the last thirty tion, as each factory uses different propor-
years, and here he has made for himself a tions. 
name which now stands among the very In respect to their colors, ultramarines are 
first of the few greatest of scientific men in divided into four kinds : 1st, that which has 
the world. =============== C. E. B. a pure blue, similar to the natural ultrama-
rine; 2d, ultramarine whose color is not de-
cide<Jly blue, and that has a slight greenish ULTR AMARIN"E. 
The natural ultramarine is obtained from tinge; 3d, that which reflects a violet or rose 
a mineral known as lapis lazula. In order 
to separate the ultramarine from impurities, 
it is calcimined, broken into fragments the 
size of hazelnuts, and the heated fragments 
quenched in vinegar or alcohol, which ren-
ders them more friable. They are then pul-
verized, the powder is livitigated for a long 
time with a thin syrup of honey and dra-
gon's blood, and finally mixed mto a paste 
with a resinous cement composed of colo-
phony, white pitch, yellow wax, and linseed 
tint; 4th, that which is green. The latter is 
obtained at an intermediate stage of the pro-
cess. By skillful manipulation, all the tints 
between green and blue may be obtained. 
Roehr produced thirty-six gradations of tint 
between pure green and pure blue. If oxide 
of zinc is introduced, it tends to give a vio-
let or rose colored solid, according to the 
quantity of zinc used. This phenomenon is 
not observed when oxide of zinc is replaced 
by other oxide3. 
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Like the native ultramarine, the artificial Some chemists have supposed the blue 
product does not give a colored bead with color to be due to the sulphur: others claim 
borax, but an effervescence may be noticed the existence of a compound of alumina and 
in the bead. . sulphur having a blue color. Wilkens re-
Hydrochloric acid decomposes the natural gards the blue coloring principle a compound 
as well as the artificial variety, disengaging of hypo-sulphite and sulphide of sodium. 
sulphuretted hydrogen, along with which Gililin's process includes all the conditions 
another gas is given off, which has an irri- essential to the preparatlon of a good ultra-
tating odor, somewhat analogous to that ob- marine. All the more recent processes differ 
served when alkaline polysulphides are from his in usin~ clay instead of artificially 
treated with hydrochloric acid. The result- prepared mixture of silica and alumina. His 
ing liquid is somewhat difficult to filter. process is as follows: Soda lye is saturated 
This is due to liberated sulphur. with precipitated silica and mixed with hy-
As was mentioned before, the native ultra- drate of alumina in such proportions that 
marine is not attacked by a saturated solu- the mixture shall contain 31 parts dry silica 
tion of alum, nor by acetic acid. The arti- to 26 parts dry alumina. The liquid is then 
ficial product is after a time decomposed by evaporated to dryness, and the pulverized 
these re-agents, decoloration taking place in residue is mixed with flowers of sulphur; 
one or more hours. The green ultramarine I a mixture of dry sodium sulohate and flow-
is most rapidly decolorizcd. The blue re- ers Qf sulphates in equal parts is stamped 
sists longer than the O'reen, and those blues into a crucible with the silica and alumina, 
having a violet tinge "'are most stable. The filling the crucible completely; then tightly 
violet variety on being decomposed, first closed, quickly l~eate~ to redness for two 
changes to blue, and then loses color alto- hours. The crucible 1s then allowed to cool. 
gether, while the rose variety retains its The greenish yellow product (green ultra-
color until completely decomposed. marine) is gently heated in porous crucibles, 
The different analyses of ultramarine vary, in which na1:row chan~el~ hav~ been bored 
considerably, but they tend to show that the [1 ~; as tt~ ;~mi\ ~lei~ty ff au. T_nebluem~~s 
various substances belong to one species of . ms o J amec is me y pul~•~nzed, alev1t1-
ml·ner·al ,, 1 · h · tl t· lt . 11 gated and washe<l. A beautiful bluepmnler , , ,.- 11c 1s 1e na 1ve u ntn1arme. . . . . . . 
The essent. 1 I l · t 1 t 1s tlms obtamed, wlncu 1s known m com-
. _ -' 1~ am ~ omman e emen s are F. ~ 
silica, almmna, sodrnm, sulphur and oxy- merce as ultr~~~i_ri__e~~-·-·- J. -· 
gen. Iron and calcium are sometimes acci-
dentally present, but have nothing to do l\lISCELLANEOl!S ITE;HS. 
with the production of the blue color. The CosT OF ELECTRIC L1G11TING.-Dr. Sie-
differences are quantitative rather than qual- mens, in his address to the London Society 
itative. The amount of silica varies from of Arts, showed that arc lamps were cheaper 
45 to 50 per cent. Tlie su,!phnr diserwa.,ed than incandescent lamps, and that both 
during the formation of sulpnretted 1(vdro- j would be decidedly cheaper than gas-light-
gen varies from 34 to 9 per cent. But this · ing if the electric companies had the oppor-
difference does not prove the composition of tunity to make sufficiently large plants, and 
the blue color to be variable ; they are due the gas companies continued to pay their 
mainly to improper proportion in the manu- present large dividends. --Rei-. Elcc'.r. 
facture. The composition as determined by NEW ELECTRIC LA:irPs.-.Mr. Cliarles 
Varrentrap is: Lever, of }-fanchester, has invented and pat-
Si O 2-46.6, A 1 2 0 :1-23.3, Na 2 0 21.46, ented an electric lamp in which the carbons 
S-1.68, K2O--1.75, Fe-1.0J-112 SO4--3.08. are held apart by a spring when no current 
•r11e analysis made here at the laboratory is passing. The current, when first started, 
resulted as follows: excites an electro-magnet ·,vhich releases a 
Si O 2-45.7, Na2 0-14.3, Al 2 0 3-23.1, clip and allows the upper carbon to fall upon 
S--9.6, sog--3.8. , the lower; the weakening of the magnets 
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consequent on shunting the currents through I color are entirely due to the different points 
the carbons allows the spring to tind tbe . in filtration; the first oil coming through 
clip and draw back the 11pper carbon to the the filter being nearly milk white, and hav-
proper distance. 'IYhen the carbons bnrn ing the best odor. The percentage of this 
away so as to increase the distance greatly, quality is very small. Soon it is of a golden 
this process is repeated. -Rer. Electr. hue, which grows darker, until the bone has 
--From the '·Iowa 'IVeather SerYice An- lost its action--the oil passi1ig through with-
1rnal" we learn that for the year 1882 the ba- out change as to color. This product is 
rometer is highest in December, lowest in inert, or should be, and as a base for oint-
April and ,Tune. The winds are strongest in ments, and as a lubricant, it is most excel-
l\larch and April, being most westerly or lent; but its medicinal qualities are very 
northwesterly in winter, often easterly in slight.-E.rtmctfrnm the Oil, P(/int cmrl Drug 
spring, southerly or calm in summer, and Reporter. 
westerly in autumn. Besides the general 
cyclonic storms, Iowa has the blizzard, an 
intensely cold, high wind, following a win-
ter thunderstorm. The tornado commonest 
in June, but occurring from .March to Octo-
ber ; and the squall, a ,:udden northwesterly 
wind, with heaYy clonds and rain, following 
sultry weather, with light southerly winds. 
--ERUPTION" OF TENERIFFJ,;,-C. Piazzi 
Smyth learns from private advices, that for 
several months past there has been no snow 
on the upper part of the peak of 'l'eneriffe, 
although the rest of the highland has been 
whitened, as is usnal at this season, and that 
more recently (in January) fire, like three 
great bonfires, had been seen on the summit 
of the peak, and a lava stream had begun to 
flow down it. Previous eruptions are re-
corded about 1682; again 17m from the side 
of the peak, giving forth lavas that threat-
ened the town of Guimar, on the south, and 
destroyed Garachico and filled its bay, on 
the north; and fiually, in 178D, from the 
western side of the mountain, away from 
the peak. - Nature, Peb. 1. 1883. 
-A morphos parafllu, commercially known 
as cosmoline, yaseline and petrolina, is a 
valuable product of petroleum. It is made 
from nch, fatty, gelatinous oil, mostly ob-
tained from Bradford county, Pennsylvania, 
to be distilled either in a vacuum or evapo-
rated in open pans over a sand bath at a low 
heat, driving over the light hydro carbons or 
evaporating them off, leaving in the still a 
rich, fatty, black oil, sweet in odor. This 
oil is then placed in filters from 20 to 25 feet 
in height, filled with animal charcoal, through 
which it is filtered. The various grades in 
BOTANY NOTES. 
The Junior class spent three days examin-
ing the stem of one of our common gerani-
ums, Pelasgonium Zonale, under the micro-
scope; each student taking a small portion 
of the stem and making transverse, longitu-
dinal, radial, and longitudinal tangential 
sections. The plant was examined very 
carefully and with great interest, although 
the field of study was a review of the scenes 
which the microscope disclosed last fall. 
The class now leaves this interesting speci-
men, tc study the lowest forms of vegeta-
tion. 
RECIPE FOR SPALDING'S PREPAREif' 
GLUE.-Dlssolvewhite glue in enough acetic 
acid to make it liquid. Prof. Bessey recom-
mends this glue as far the best for mounting 
botany specimens in the herbariums. This 
is for the especial benefit of Sophomores, 
although wherever glue is of use, this par-
ticular kind is of the most value, for it is the 
most tenacious. And now that the secret is 
out, it is the most easily preparPd. 
This spring our students are delighted to 
find the extensi·;·e Herbarium of the Botani-
cal Laboratory enriched by an addition of 
660 species of European Liverwort, and 50 
species of ferns from California. Both col-
lections are of great value. The ferns are 
especially mteresting, as they include a num-
ber of species before unknown in the her-
barium in this vicinity. In some of these 
specimens we find strange freaks of the 
great artist, Nature. For richness, variety 
and beauty, a hot-house could scarcely fur-
nish a vaster field. 
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I ARE not some of the laws of the College, THE ,!, AURORA I to say ~he least, a little pe~ulia_r? There is ill one referrmg to the walkmg m groups of 
t I those who choose to so exercise with indi-
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY THE 
viduals of the opposite sex. We suppose it 
is intended to have the effect to restrain the $LlTEHAHY ~ SIJGIETIES$ young people from any improper or ques-
OF THE tionable actions. But while there may have 
been, or possibly are now, instances whe~e 
Inwa Sta:tH HQT'IGulturaI GnlIHQB, the application of the rule would be er 1s 
EDITORIAL STAFF. 
beneficial, still we doubt if the law does jus-
tice to the good sense and decency of the 
Editor-in<;hief. students in general. W. D, WELL-<, '83, A. M. !lfILLER, '83, Liternry. It may be claimed that all could not be IONE WEATHERBY, '8!, -
EMMA A. ImEVE, "83, S<"ientific. Id d Local. trusted, though the majority cou , an 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS. hence the law is made to cover the excep-tional cases. But some distinction might be 
M. E. WELLS, '<'3, Preoident, Phillln,athean. made. If an acquaintance with a student of 
MINNIE KN APP, '83, Secretary, Cliulian. t h 
B \cheloi·. a year is not enough to warran any sue M. J. RIGGS, '83, Treasurer, "b t th · 
F. E. BALDWIN, '84, 'Solicitor, crescent. privilege as the law proh1 I s, en require 
=============-====== him to remain in a state of probation for 
TERMS. 
One Year, in a,1vance, ~1.00 
Single Copy, .12 
THE AUHORA will be forwarded to all subscriloers 
until ordered discontined and all arrearnges paid. 
Book Noticea given free of ull books sent us by 
authors or publishers. 
Add.-ess all communications to 
THE AURORA, AMES, IOWA. 
THE exaggerated reports which usually fly 
like wild-fire from this institution had no 
exception with reference to the scarlet fever 
scare the first of this month. A number of 
our students leaving gave color to the report, 
and soon telegrams began pouring in mak-
ing inquiries concerning the spread of the 
disease and the intention of the Faculty. 
Letters followed asking if the College had 
been closed, and when it would open again. 
These reports all sprang from a total of 
three cases-Professor lleal's little boy and 
two lady students. The fever was in a very 
mild form, and no serious consequences were 
apprehended. 
It is strange that those who were here and 
know the exact circumstances should have 
been the authority for such statements as 
have been made all over the State. The de-
sire to tell big stories almost invariably con-
quers both the judgment and the regard for 
truth. 
two years, or even for three years. Also, if, 
when he enjoys such freedom, he abuses the 
confidence reposed in him, there appears no 
reason why the restriction be not imposed in 
individual cases, as a preventive of future 
repetitions as well as a punishment by with-
drawal of confidence and trust. 
With all respect and honor for the law-
makers, we still can not refrain from the 
above expressions of our sentiments respect-
ing the law itself. 
============ THE buildings on the College grounds 
have each a name given them by reason of 
their position or special use. We have our 
South and North Halls, our Chemical Labo-
ratory, &c., &c. But nawes seem to have 
been scarce when the boanling cottages were 
so named; and we still cling to the old ways 
as though the success of their operation de-
pended upon it. 
There can hardly fail to present itself a 
name for the boarding hall last built ; for 
during the year of its erection, 1882, our in-
stitut10n was materially benefitted ·by the 
appointment to a position on its Board of 
Tn1stees of Hon. Sam'l. J. Kirkwood; which 
appointment can be honored on the part of 
the students by the unanimous use of a new 
name for the "New Cottage"-the KrnK-
woon HALL. 
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•The "Old Cottage" might properly be I laborer. He, therefore, naturally and inevita-
called ·WEST HALL; and we suggest these bly seeks those fields of labor in which the 
two names for the boarding halls as being most money can be quickly realized. Can any 
better calculated to convey a more accurat~ one say with any show of reason that he 
idea to the public of their size and nature. chooses as he does because he has not the 
THE report of the proceedings of the ninth 
annual meeting of the Iowa Improved Stock 
Breeders' Associat10n has been recently 
placed in the College Library. The article 
that struck us most in our casual glance at 
its contents was one on" Practical Educa-
tion," by the Hon. James Wilson, of Tama 
county. We had supposed that, coming 
from a man so prominent in public life, and 
having so great a reputation for good sound 
reason and common sense, it would be freer 
from absurd mistakes as to the kind of edu-
cation afforded at our Agricultural College, 
and indeed the soirit of the law under which 
the institution operates. There is a strange 
mixture of clcissic and pmctical with refer-
ence to the education being given to the 
young men of Iowa to-day. It is claimed 
that "our present school systems, to a great 
extent, untit young people for physical 
labor." "A boy graduated in one of our 
colleges is snre to seek a vocation in life 
that only employs lus head." 
Is this strange'? Is there any mtrinsic 
wrong in using one's brains rather than his 
brawn? ,vm a young man after graduation 
by any college-the Agricultural College, if 
you like-prefer to accept inferior compen-
sation for labor done in the field, or at the 
work-bench, to the higher pay of the teacher 
or professional man? There is a marked 
lack of insight into the principles of politi-
cal economy right here ; for l,esides the 
natural bent of the mind, the proclivities of 
the man, there is a universal law which must 
be followed 111 choosing or following a voca-
tion,--a law having no origin except in the 
very nature of man's mental faculties, and 
being entirely out of the control of any one 
man or the entire _world. Every young mau 
will endeavor to begin with what is the most 
profitable. When he finishes his college 
course, he has, as a rule, not a dollar with 
which to purchase la~1d or stock. He can 
not afford to engage himself as a common 
"physical ability" or the disposition to en 
gage in manual labor:' It is a false suppo-
sition. 
"l<'ew of the men that carry Iowa onward 
in the several avenues in which she excels 
have college diplomas.'' So says the honor-
able gentleman. But did he think that but 
few men in Iowa have diplomas at all \l Is 
the number of such men in public enter-
prises less in proport10n to this whole num-
ber than the number of those who have no 
diplomas'? 
" The Agricultural College was designed 
to test the theory of educating farmers and 
mechanics, by presesving the ability aml 
disposition to labor while disciplining the 
mind. It has not been fairly tried, and it is 
doubtful whether it can be." But what sort 
of an education does this college guarantee 
to its students\l Does its duty lie in teach-
ing them "to do farm chores, to toil in the 
sun, * * * and to touch the soil?'' If 
so, the best college(?) the young man can 
attend is his father's barn-yard. 
But the law has uo such intention. Its 
framers designed that it should secure for 
the young men of Iowa not especially the 
practice of agriculture and mechanics, bnt 
the practical theory upon wluch successful 
practice is based. It gives him every science 
which will throw light upon the application 
of such theories, and enables him to become. 
what he really is, a leader in the field of the 
industries of our growing commonwealth. 
At the organization of the college the ex-
periment was made of putting each student 
into the field and requiring a specified 
amount of work daily. But who can say 
whether or not the trial was fair'( The col-
lege could not make an annual appropriation 
of $10,000 or more and get no returns, and 
so the method was abandoned, at tile earn-
est solicitation of the industrial classes 
themselves. 
By all means, let us have "farmers and 
meclmnics put in charge'' here "exclusive-
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ly "! Let us see ·'the kind of graduates that an annual sum should be appropriated 
that could be made when the discipline of for such a purpose. Hardly a school of any 
the hand and the art it needs in practical importance, in this part of the 19th century, 
life keeps pace with the development of the but what is supplied with a large and fur-
attributes of the mind!" If the number of nished gymnasium; and the demand in our 
its students falls to a score, why, no matter! own growing institution in this direction 
Expend our annual income upon them-at will soon become imperative. 
the rate of $2,000 eacll--and teach them the 
practical use of the hoe and the harrow! It OuR .Military department will "boom" 
is absurd! Not one but what knows as this year, if present indications are any 
much before ever he saw the college. But criterion. Col. Scott has thrown the work 
a very small per centum but what can, and into the hands of the battalion officers, 
will if necessity requires, or does practice who have laid plans and are making prepa-
,every day the use of tools--but what is com- rations for the most complete and persist-
petent and willing to do manual labor if he ent drill in the history of the College. 
is pwil1for it. Our students are made up of Captain ·wens has been promoted to 
men--not snobbs; men who know what labor a .Majorship, receiving his commission 
is, and honor its dignity ; men who can from the Governor the fifth of this 
quite as successfully perform the duties of month. Lieutenants Knapp and Kulins 
a farm or shop as any man m the State with have also been promoted, their Captains' 
their knowledge and experience. commissions coming with that of .Major 
It is exceedingly strange that our noble ·wells'. 'l'he band has purchased two new 
institution is so much misunderstood and so horns, i~ having its music increased, and 
misrepresented. A study of its course of now only waits for $fi0 from our honorable 
study ~nd li_st of students wi~l s~10w th_at onr I Board, with which to hire a teacher. 
work 1s bemg well done--1s mcludmg all 1_ This deparment has not been so popular, 
that it can and all that was, intended by its I except on gala aays, as its importance de-
organizers. mands. We hope to see its work for 1883so 
Let us have some common sense, and enthusiastically done, and with such good 
some knowledge of facts, when reference is results, that it may always be the pride of 
again made to the Agricultural College. both the students and the friends of the 
institution. 
TUE Lusell Leares for March comes as full 
as usual of good, sound common-sense. \Ve 
particularly commend the "Art Notes" as 
quite uncommon among the interesting fea-
tures of our exchanges, but fail to see the 
demand for the current items of news in a 
college journal. "A Peep at Some Old 
Girls" is our ideal of spicy correspondence. 
Have not our sisters had the AURORA for 
Ont Gymnasium Ass0ciation, organized 
last fall, is still at work upon its building, 
and is getting ready as rapidly as possible 
to perfect its plans for active work. Wlnle 
our means for improvement in this direc-
tion are very limited, and we have no sub-
stantial encouragement outside our own 
members and the .Faculty, still we hope to 
leave for future students, as we gradually 
drop out, such opportunities for athletic 
sports and games as will be gladly accepted the past yearr vVe are not mentioned in 
and constantly used. With our heavy their list of exchanges. 
course of study, and the comparatively little Trrn editorial in the Obel'lin Review for 
time we have for exercise, we are almost April I-1th, upon the increasing skepticism 
ready to say that a conrse of gymnastic of our college graduates is worthy of note. 
practice, under an enthusiastic and compe- ·we will touch upon the same point at some 
tent master, ought to be compulsory. We future time. 
cannot be far from wrong when we imag- i THE College Messenger is " a little off" on 
ine-arnl with no indistinctness, either-' its "Orators and Oratory,'' for we deem the 
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orator of to-day quite the peer, if not the 
superior of any who lived in "Pagan Greece 
and Rome." " Interested Friendship" 
strikes at the root of the whole matter, and 
could be studied with profit by every man. 
THE Illini for April 7th comes full of 
short, racy editorials upon local affairs, 
which go to show that it takes a l!vely mter-
est in the welfare of the I. S. U. By the 
way, who owns the Illini? 
the stigma and the ovary. A careful exam-
inat10n of a number of unopened buds re-
vealed the fact that in eighty per cent. of 
them the style had been more or less injured 
by biting and puncturing, while the great 
number of 1'1u-ips present could leave no 
doubt that tlrny were the authors of the mis-
chief. In the majority of the buds examined 
ihe styles seemed to be injured far more 
than any of the other parts of the blossoms. 
Less than ten per cent. of the buds examin-THE Unirel'sity Pl'ess does not like the 
eel contained larvae of 1'ol'tricidae. Of the 
class-hat rage, and argues with considera-
remaining buds a small percentage contained ble force against its practice. 'iVe have not 
no 1'hrips, perhaps because they were not 
~~1~~~~;/truck so hard that it has become a quite so far advanced as the other buds. 
. . . The 1Yil'ips probably enter the buds as soon 
'iVJ<~ are m receipt of the EJ:pone 11 t, a as they can crowd in between the overlap-
monthly published in the interest of Ep- ping petals. 
worth Se~in~ry, t_his State. We _hope to be If the habits of 1'hrips are, in general. as 
put upon its hst of exchanges, as its appear- described above they have an economic as 
ance and general tone are excelleut. I well as a scientific interest. 
VoL. 1, :No. 1, of tile Amateur Athlete, lies HERBERT 03BORN. 
upon our table full of club reports anu news, Ames, Iowa, 23 Mav. 1882. 
and will undoubteclly be the means of ad- -Psyche, July, 1882. 
:MU::IDIY OF A WASP.-In .M:aspero and 
vancing the sporting rnterest of our eastern 
brothers, and possibly reach out this far 
into heathendom with its muscular influ- Brugsch's work "La trouvaille de Deir-el-
ence. Send 'em right along, we enjoy the i Bahari" (1881) is given, according to a note 
reading, even if we can't compete. presented by M. Van Segvelt in the July 
Oun March number did not hold out, and mee~ing of th~ Societe entomologique de 
we therefore did not mail our "exchange ~elg1que, a notice of a w~sp found prese~ved 
r t ,, w 1 t b bl t d tl ti m the coffin of Amenoph1s I, the 1llustnous is · . e iope O . e a e O sen . ie 0. 1- king of Egypt. The wasp, attracted prob-
ers on time hereafter, and to ment a hke bl b th fl 'th h' h tl 
. ~ . a y y e owers w1 w 1c ie mummy promptness on the part of our co-workers m f ti k' d • t • t 
. . o ie mg was wrappe prev10us o m er-
the field of college Journalism. ment, had entered the coffin and thus fur-
HA.BITS OF THRIPS. 
Possibly the readers of Psyc'ie may be 
intetested in an observat10n that I have re-
cently made upon the food habits of 1'hrips, 
which, though it may have been noticed 
often, I do not find recorded in works at 
hand. 
A few days since, finding a species of 
1'hrips very abundant in all the fruit blos-
soms that I examined, I was led to notice 
more particularly their method of work, and 
soon became convinced that they were do-
ing much damage by preventing fertiliza-
tion, as their injuries to the tender style 
would cut off all communication between 
nished us probably the only specimen of a 
mummy of a wasp. 
De Rhone, in his "Resume chronologique 
de 1 'histoire d 'F,gypte," places the accession 
of Thoutmee I, the successor of Amenophis 
I, to the throne in 1668 B. C. '.l'his insect 
therefore died 3550 years ago, and is probab-
ly the only insect of which the date of death 
was of such remote antiquity and is so cer-
tainly recorded. The name of the species 
is not given. -Psyche, July, 1882. 
THE AURORA urges its readers to patron-
ize those who give it advertisements. The 
man who will endeavor to make himself 
known to students ought to reap the benefit 
by securing their recognition of his business 
worth by means of their trade. 
LOCALS. 
-Spring! 
-Scarlet fever ! 
-" Have you ever had it?" 
--Beautiful spriug ! 
-Hear the birds sing! 
-" Did you get a telegram?" 
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-If you ,visll to be in the fashion, pur-
chase a '· bran span" new sore throat, and 
decorate it with a plain strip of red flannel. 
-The 13th inst. was President 1Yelclt ·s 
sixty-second birthday. On that day the 
seniors sent him a congratulatory letter, to 
which he responded in the Psychology class 
---,v110·s afraid of the scarlet fever?·· 
. by a few remarks. The Au ROIL\_ joins with 
: the class in good wishes for the Presi-
1 dent. 
-'" Have you been quarantined'?"' 
April showers 
Bring May flowers 
_From their bowers. 
-The College course is now arranged so 
that some of the Sophomores aml Juniors 
: are allowed to substitute extra botany in 
'place of chemistry. 
- We hear that the Senior ladies arc to be 
-Oh! the moaning and the groaning or : removed to the Freshman rooms below the 
the wind! museum, to prevent their talking out of the 
-Inrlian Summer is coming in the spring window,;; but it is thought that even that 
this year. 
1 
wil_l not have the desired effect, for they are 
-One of our Sophomores is studyii;g the so m the habit of chatting ,rith their neigh-
properties of utlcium gas. ! bors, that tliey will get np a 1lirtation witlt 
-Hepaticas areJmt; so are tile .~as lights I the skeletons in the museum. 
at the ten o·clock bell. i -We have had two cases of scarlet fever 
Green grass, among the students. This caused enough 
Green trees, I alarm so that thirty or forty went home. 
' ,\fany of them only went to stay a few 
Green boy; 
· weeks, until the clanger was past. The 
Boy don't pass, cases are removed from the building now. 
Tree leaves, ; and no new ones make their appearance; so 
So does the boy. calm once more reigns over all. and those 
1Yould you know what pulling teeth is ~ who left would probably have been just as 
like? ) safe here as at !tome. 
Tl tal·e my advice and studv "Syke .. , ! -Psychology Class-President explaining 
ien '- ' '' · , the inferioritv of the sense of taste com-~ x ow ~he energetic Sophomores should I pared to sight. or !tearing: 
grasp th ell" Botany cans and _de~art, for. . Pres.-·' Xow, :\Ir.--, yon can remember 
"The early worm catches the bird.·' the tone of. lower D in music, can you not?" 
-\Ye have an exclusive choir now-ex- Senior.-" Yes, sir."' 
elusively" Bachelors" and "Clios.'' Even I'rts.-'· You can perhaps also remember 
good singing is sometimes excluded. the taste of Jonnny cake. Whid1 of these 
-One nice thing about spring here is that is the most vivid in your mmd:" 
we escape the house-cleaning season at Sm.-" The ,Johnny cake .. , 
home. This Senior has probably spent more time 
-This is the season for everything to in the study of Jol:nny cake than in that of 
look green ; even the locals show a verdant music. 
tinge. Perhaps they are "contaminated .• , -Those students who have bangs to at-
-The Ames High School had a graduat- tend to, are beginning to say that these Col-
ing class of twelve this spring. Of these lege rules are "too awfully awful," for at 
five or six are students who are in our Fresh- ten o 'cluck the gas is turned off, so there is 
man class. no more hght until the rising rings at half-
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past five. This 1s also hard on an "exam." 
morning, when industrious students want to 
begin studying at four. Some tried candles 
for a short time, but that practice has been 
" snuffed out." 
-"April Fools' Day" passed off as usual, 
with some of the old, time-worn jokes of 
the fourteenth century. The old bat with a 
brick in it on the walk, the "red bat," &c., 
were all tried; and some of the Seniors 
couldn't appredate the horse-radish they 
had for breakfast, nor the candy made out 
of a tallow candle, to which they were 
treated in the evening. But now for the 
sake of novelty, wouldn't it be a good plan 
for some one to spend a year in deep study 
in order to invent one real bright, new joke 
for the first of April? 
-A Sub-Freshman, becoming frightened 
at the scarlet fever, decided to go home im-
mediately, but his washing had not ) et been 1 
received. He went to a Senior's room, and 
the following conversation took place : 
Sub-Pr.-'· Say, I w:mt you to send those 
collars to me when they come; how much 
will it cost?'' 
The Stark chuckled to himself as they went 
all in (All-en) the dining-room that morning 
for breakfast. Estes all right now. 
ME:\,IBERS TABLE No. 3. 
( We think that since that eventful day the 
above-spoken-about table has been having a 
Goode time Caren about, with now and then 
some Noyes.-ED.) 
-A bashful Junior, when inquiring for a 
bath-tub at a store in town, was asked if it 
was for the use of the children. The Junior 
fainted, and the merchant sold no bath-tub 
that day. 
-The following from 0. L. is an excellent 
production, and brings into poetry the scar-
let-fever news very nicely. Let's hear from 
you, again, 0. L.: 
The spring of '83 
Was fair as fair ean be, 
And we numbered near thre2 hundred, less or more. 
Tho '·Freshies" seemed so bright-
Each worked with all his might, 
Aud we ne'er saw better prospe~ts heretofore. 
But a red-facPd 1nonster came, 
Bearing terror with his narn(', 
And with fury sped he through tho open door. 
Jmt two yielded to his touch 
Sen.-"0h, no matter; I'll send them C , 'T,vas a slig·ht stroke, that's not 1nnch, 
· i And we think he left as quickly as he came. 0.D.'' f:Juu-Pr.-" ,v1rnt?'' 
Sen.-" I'll send them C. 0. D.'' 
J::Juu-Pr.-" Send them by C. O. who?" 
Sen.-"C. 0. D." 
Sttu-Pr.-,VI10's her'' 
Scn.-·'Oh. he"s the express agent down 
town.'' 
Sub-Pr.-"Oh, all right, sir; all right. If 
he brings them, I suppose it won't cost any-
thing."' 
And the happy Sub. went home, where his 
parents will take care care of him. 
To the Editor of the AUROnA: 
Thinking it was a Wisc plan, a nurse 
(Nourse) went out one morning to Ga mule on 
the green in the mellow light of the Raw-
sun. So delighted was hein the Sopht morn-
ing wind ( W:tfnn) that he noticed not the 
ferocious Lion which was about to attack 
him. Had it not been for a little Kuhn that 
happened to pass by at that moment and at-
tract the Lion's attention, the Nourse would 
l1ave undoubtedly been all mashed to pieces. 
Paled the frail young "Sub-Fresh." heart, 
And he felt that he must part 
,vith his College 'sociutious, and go"' bame." 
Now we miss his gentle racket 
And tho su/Jdued clicky clacket-
Always racing up and down the iron stairs. 
But tho' we miss his •~cranky" roar, 
It has gone the whole world o'er, 
And the "'lightning man'' is getting so he swears. 
For 'tis, "Come right home at once," 
And, ·•Don't stay there like a dnncc," 
And, "\Vill the College be opened up aga1n?" 
Yes, they think we're very sick, 
And the Co:Jege one great brick 
Full of groaning students, where Death only reigns. 
Now, my friends, jnst let me say, 
Don't believe what people say; 
We're alive and full of happy prospects, too. 
And to those "Sub-Fresh." we sing, 
Come right b·tek a.'.!;ain next spring, 
For we reaay, really, really don't blame you. 
0. L. 
-Conundrums-vVhy is one of our Seniors 
like a Sub-Freshman? Answer-Because 
he is fond of noise (Noyes). Why is a cer-
tain light-mustached Senior at a sausage 
stand like the large suspensory ltgament of 
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the horse? Answer-Because they both Bi- / Little Kenneth Beal has been quite sick 
fnr-cate. [ with scarlet fever, but is now recovering. 
-The AUH0HA is mak:ng a great change , Miss Minnie Beach has closed her school, 
in journalism. Other monthlies are pub- near State center, for a vacation of two 
lished two weeks ahead of their date. The weeks, aftflr which she will again resume 
AU HORA makes its ;,,ppearance two weeks, her duties as teacher. 
more or less, after the month whose name it Miss Ella Capron has been attending the 
bears has passed into the dim vista of the long Normal Scl1ool at Valparaiso. She will grad-
ago. Our first issue was de:ayed because it uate there in August. 
was our first issue; this has Ileen delayed by C. S. Hunting sends a dollar for the Au-
the sickness of the Editor in Chief, and the 1t01tA. He is at Ann Arbor, Mich. 
extreme slowness of some of the rest of us. 
But we are going to turn over a new leaf 
now. You will see the next Au1w1u be-
fore the first May flowers shed their fra-
grant beauty ori the broad prairies and the 
secluued forests, and before the golden but-
tercup lifts its modest head to greet with 
joy the radiant smile of the sun. as he risrs 
from the eastern horizim and kisses the dew 
drops from its fair face, and to nod a loving 
good night, and ciose its glossy petals as he 
sinks upon his jeweled divan in the rich 
anu glowing west, anu draws around him 
the crimson curtains of dim, etherial 
clouds, and smiles his l;ist good night upon 
the weary, vlodding world. When the 
nighti11gale is singmg tones of pensive mel-
ody-'tis then that we are tliinking, sweet 
May AuuoRA, of thee. ·• I .ook out for the 
uext issue, and don't you forget it." 
PERSONAL. 
Misses Pevpanl and Longworthy stopved 
at the College a few clays ago. 'l'hey were 
on tl1eir way to the :-tate Normal School. 
We are glad to hear that ex-::overnor 
Kirkwood ~s recovering from the injuries he 
received by being thrown from a carriage. 
Miss ,Tennie :\f cCluy is assisting her hroth-
er in a dry goods establishment. 
II. O. Reeve is a clerK in the Pension De-
vartment at Washington. 
Miss Butcher was married during the win-
ter. 
Fred. Boynton, of class '83, graduated in 
the Law Devartment, at Iowa City, this 
spring. 
Mr. More, of class '83, is in Montana. 
Miss Goode has been back to the College, 
bctt her visit was cut short by her learning 
the fact that there was scarlet fever among 
the students. 
Arthur Kemper, formerly of class '83, is 
attending Cornell College. 
Miss May Briggs is at her home m Grin-
nell. 
Miss Aggie James, who was at the College 
in '79, was married recently. 
Miss Olive Overton, of Marshal county, 
has b1:1en attending College at Grinnell dur-
ing the winter. 
A. A. Smith, of class '81, is city editor of 
the Burlington Gazette. 
W. C. Parsons, of cld.ss '83, has just taken 
him a wife, and has gone into the dry goods 
business with a vengeance. 
G. W. Parsons, of class '82, clerks in his 
father's store and rides a -16-inch bicyde. He 
is wedded to his wheel. 
President Welch and Professor Wynn are 
to do all the preaehiug in Chapel this year 
without recomvense. This may be a nice 
thing for tile State, lrnt 1t is not justice to 
onr over-worked Profos~ors. 
Mr,;. Cecil Cliatlmrn Kinsley livts at Sib-
ley, Iowa. 
Miss Gemgia White is at Wessington, Da-
kota. She has taken a claim, and if:, recov-
ering her health. 
Miss Emma Briggs is studying at thP Med-
ical College at Bosto:1. 
Miss 1liinnie Perkins, who formerly lived 
at and attended College here. is now teach-
ing in the Grinnell Public Sehool«. 
Miss Abbie Frater is assistant in the Clar-
ence Ihgh School. 
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O. H. ~lortz, who attended College : ast 
year, was, during the past winter, a brake-
man on the Northwestern railroad. Duri11g 
the month of March he was killed by a 
treight train disaster at Woodbine, caused 
by the switch being turned. '.l.'hus some-
body's carelessness caused the death of one 
of our well remembered students. 
President Welch favored the readers of 
the Iowa Homestead, in its issue of March 30, 
with an article on "English Sheep," as seen 
bv him at Cirencester Agricultural College, 
England. In the same issue Prof. Budd has 
an article upon "The Mulberry, &c., from 
Cuttings." Col. Scott also has an article 
upon ''Improved Stock Breeding:' defining 
the terms "Thorough-bred,'' •·Pure-bred,'' 
''Cross-bred,'' "Full-blood." and "Grade." 
ALUMNI. 
'82. Etta Budd has changed her mind 
since our last issue, and is now attending 
the Normal School at Cedar Falls. 
'79. W. M. Scott is still at Larimore. Da-
kota, and is editor and Proprietor of the 
PionMr. 
'81. E. C. Fortner has purchased a farm 
at Pierre, Dakota. 
'76. L. E. Spencer is practicing law at 
Grinnell, Iowa. 
'82. Miss Lizzie Perrett 1s teaching at 
Rock Falls, and Hattie is seco11d assistant in 
tha Mason City Schools. 
'81. "Jim" Dewell is at Iowa City, where 
he declares he will stay until he is a harrister 
before all the courts of Iowa. 
'82. H.J. Gable was visiting at the Col-
lege recently. 
'76. W. M. James was married (luri11g the 
past winter. 
'82. J. A. Blaine reorganized the "WP-st-
ern Minstrel Troupe," but has closed up the 
business now, selling his share for sixteen 
and a half cents. 
'81. W. 0. McElroy, W. C. Armstrong 
and F. E. Colby are working on the survey 
of the Diagonal. They will al ways he found 
"Civil." 
'7~. Miss Belle Woodi-. late of Logan, 
Iowa, is now at Golden City, Colorado,where 
she will engage in teaching. · 
'81. F. E. Furry has been at the Cornell 
University at Ithica, N. Y., since last fall. 
He holds the position of Chemist to the 
Agricultural Experiment Station. 
'80. Since our last issue, R. M. Nicholson 
has located at Oskaloosa for the practice of 
Veterinary. 
'81. Jennie Perrett is first assistant in 
the Ottumwa Schools. 
'79. F. N. Field writes from Burlington 
that he cannot subscribe for the AURORA 
this year, as his children are not old enough 
to read. We cannot agree with Frank in 
considering the AURORA as a child's paper. 
'80. E. D. Harvey, now at Humboldt. 
Iowa, greets his rnany triends at the College 
with his card as a dealer in al.Jstracts of titles 
to all lands and town lots in Humboldt 
county. Wonder if he can work out the 
'"reaction." 
'75. E. P. Cadwell aud wife, nee Hannah 
Lyman, are now living at Council Bluffs, 
Iowa. Mr. Cadwell has opened a law office 
and is now giving his attention to the law 
and the raising of cattle. He has a larg'e 
farm in Harrison connty, and one in Mo-
nana county, Iowa. 
'7'3. IL R. Patrick is a civil engineer in 
California. Prof. Bessey has received some 
.rare botany specimens from him. 
'81. H,. J. Hopkins sends the "almighty 
dollar" for the Anwru for 1883. He is en-
gaged in the banking business with his father 
at Madrid, Iowa. He writes: "Unless I 
gf't a s11fficient amount of funds on hand to 
warrant me in leaving the country, I will be 
with you at tile Alumni meetmg next June.'' 
·1.l. Louis L. Manwarring is practicing 
law at Stillwater, Minn. He sends word to 
not address his AURORA in care of Minneso-
ta Penitentiary; "forthougll r have chosen to 
locate here, I have managed, so far, to kAep 
out of durance vile." But we imagine him 
laughing in his sleeve at the prospect of 
helping some other poor fellow to free 
board. Success to you, Bro. ;\:I., (if the fel-
low is a hard case). 
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CLIOLIAN. 
1:he Cliolian ~,iterarv Socieiy is the only 
ladies' society of the l. A. C. This society 
holtls literary sessions every Saturday even-
ing. Its object is the improvement and cul-
ture of ladies in literary work. Visitors are 
eordially welcomed. Otlicers are as follows: 
Mary W. McDonald, President. 
Luberta M. Carson, Vice President. 
Lydia A. Scl1rncke11gast, Rec. Secretarv. 
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'i he Pllilomathean Literary Society is a 
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lie Id each i-,aturday evening ~-r __ co~ege , ear. I 
All are invited to attend literary session. 
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BACHELOR. 
The Bachelor Society is the only exclu-
sively gentlemen ·s society of tins college. 
It was organized July Hi, 1870. Its object is 
the mutual improvement of its members in 
Science, Literature and Art of Speaking. It 
meets every Saturday evening at 7:30, iu 
Bachelor Hall. Its offi :ers are: 
A. M. Allen, President. 
Lee Champion. Vice l'res'tandCor.Sec'y. 
11. L. l)aniel, Heconliug Secretary. 
A. Williams, Treasurer. 
,J. D. _Maynard. Chaplain. 
\V. l'. Otlicer, Sergeant-at-Arms. 
CRESCENT. 
This iR a society admitting both ladies and 
gentlemen to membership. Its object is the 
improvement of its members in literary 
work and parliamentary law. Its sessions 
are heid every Saturday evening in Cres-
cent Hall. to which all are cordially invited. 
OFFICERS. 
Chas. A. Keffer, President . 
• Jessie K Frater, Vice Presitient. 
Kate McNeill, Censor. 
Herbert _Ferguson, Cor. Secretary. 
Cora \V agner, Recording Secretary. 
U. G. Wise, Treasurer. 
Mamie Leet, Librarian. 
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ADVERTISEMENTS. 
W. T. WILI..tSON 
Has returned from his third ·rip East this season. 
He has secured" Many Ba1•ya'ins'' that 
will be sold at Less thaa 
ACTUAL COST! 
~ Good Prints 4 cents per y:ird. 
~ Cocheco. Foulard, Caml.Jrics, E egant Styles, 8c. 
~ T11rkPy Red Damask, warranted fast, 45 cents. 
~ Sample line of Hose, ,·ery che:ip. 
H. T. & B. 
-~Mercantil@ ifft!l Gr0am0ry Go.,~ 
JOBBERS AND RETAILERS 
~roceries, Eoots and ~hoes, Fancy Eutter, &c., 
Ames, Iowa. 
We make it a point to sell the ven best goods at 
the lowest possible prices. Being proprietors oi the 
Ames Creamery, we 1nake a i:-:.p{'Ciulty of furnistiin•r 
Fancy Gro('ers Gilt Edge Butte,·. -~ 
C. F. WHEELER, 
DEALE!{ IN 
Staple~ Fancy Groceries, 
Crockery and Chinaware, Hot Pea Nuts, Orang'-•s, 
-:+ W • T • WI L LSQ N 1 ~- Lemons, Confeetioncry, Tobacco and Cigars. 
Goods Delivered at College 
BOONE, row A. Two Doors East of P. 0., AMES, IOWA. 
OSGOOD, HARRIS & CO. 
PROPRIETOR 
CASH Boon@ x Gandy x Factory 
And ftestaurant. Dry Goods House! 
Serves \!eals at all hours. Keeps the choicest line 
of Confectionery. Se1Tes the best dish of 
Ovsters. Makes the finest Ice-( 'ream 
and treats you better than any 
otl1er man in town. 
Eighth Street, First Door East of Chandler's. 
L. LANDAUER, 
Glothi@r I~ I gents' Furnishing Goods, 
F.I:ATS AND CA -PS_ 
Boone, Iowa, 
413 and 415 Walnut St., DES MOINES, IA. 
Are now receiving their FULL and COMPLETE 
STtlCK t,f 
SPRING GOODS, 
Embracing n.il the shades in Plain. Gros Grain a·,d 
Brocade ;-ilks, S11mmei· Silks, Plain and Brocade 
;--:,:tins, Plaids in 111 w nnd beautiful <'Olors and d -
signs of Silk and Worsted, Fine Dr~~:-;s Goods, Com 
rnon and Staph• Dre..;s noods. HpPeial nttention is 
called to our ALL WOOL BLACK BU:'IITIKG at 15 
cPnts per yard. Laces, Hibbons and Trimrnings. 
Bargains in Harnlrnrg Embroideri ~- La:est Novel-
ties in Ladies' Ne,·kwPar. Largest and best variety 
of House Furnishing Goods in I he city. 
lr Particular attr•ntion p i,J to the filling of or-
ders. Samples sent on application. 
0''G00D, HAHRrS & CO. 
BERNERD BERKSON, "The Hatter." Largest stock and lowest prices. 
Orders by mail promptly filled. 421 Walnut St., Des Moines. 
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ALUMNI I held ea~h Saturday eveniJ!-g of college ~·ear. 
· I All are mvited to attend literary session. 
The next Alumni meeting will be held at LIST OF OFFIC1<rns. 
the College in the latter part of June, 1883. Guy M.,.Hurnha~, P1:esi~ent. 
, · · t h t ·t -11 b th I t L . .1.\i. G,urett, Vice-1 resident. Ne an~icipa ~ t a i wi e e, arges Emma Porter, Recording Secretary. 
Alumm meetmg ever held at the College. Anna McConnon, Corresponding Secre-
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Mary Bell, Usher. 
Lillie Neal, Sergeant-at-Arms. 
PHILOMATHEAN. 
The Philomathean Literary Society is a 
Hociety admitting tomemhership both ladies 
and gentlemen. Its regular meetings Me 
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The Bachelor Society is the only exclu-
sively gentlemen ·s society of this college. 
It was organized July Hi, 1870. Its object is 
the mutual improvement of its members in 
Science, Literature and Art of Speaking. It 
meets every Saturday evening at 7:30, in 
Bachelor Hall. Its officers are: 
Geo. Caven, President. 
A. Williams, Vice-President. 
W. P. Dickey, Corresponding Secretary. 
I. B. Schreckengast, Rerording Secretary. 
G. H. Hi1,bs,'l'reasurer. 
C. J. Zenor. Chaplain. 
C. E. Swain, Sergeant-at-Arms. 
CRESCEN'l'. 
This is a society admitting both ladies and 
~entlemen to me_m_bership. Its object is the 
improvement of its members in literary 
work and parliamentary law. Its sessions 
are held every _Saturday evening in Cres-
cent Hall, to which all are cordially invited. 
OFFICERS. 
Walter .McHenry, President. 
Mabel A. Young, Vice-President. 
Kate McNeill, Censor. 
C. A. Cary, Corresponding Secretary. 
Cora Wagner, Recording t,ecretary 
,J. F. Armstrong, Treasurer. · 
Hannah H•1tton, Librarian. 
Jenuie Colelo, Usher. 
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W. T. WILLSON 
f:-:. showing the only l:trge a~sort1nent in Bom1e 
Cmmty ot 
I buv these goods not in patterns, but in wl10le pi 0 ees. 
and a large number of J>JPces at a time. I sell n,ore 
silks th,\n all the other stores in Boone togf'ther, eon-
seqncntly can sdl yon a b.:tter i:lilk for the money. 
I srll a line or Blac'., Guinet Silks that are 
~ .ARR.ANTED ! 
H. T. & B. 
-~Mercantile ffi:kJ Gr0amery Go.,~-
,JOBBERS AND RETAILERti 
~roceries, Eoots and ~hoes, Fancy Butter, &c., 
Ames, Iowa. 
We make it a point to sell the nry b· st good, at 
tho lowest possible prices. Being· proprietors ot the 
Ames Cren1nel'y, we n1ake :t specialty of furnishinµ; 
l?ancy Grocers GHt Edge Butter. , 
C. F. WHEELER, 
DEALER IN 
If your dress fails to do goo,! service we will p;iy back ~ Jpecial Attra~ti~~1tli:n;r,in l oloretl Silks anti Staple"\~ Fancy Groceries, 
Hummer Silks. 
-'"7-W. T. WILLSON,+,_ 
BOONE, IOWA. 
.A.._ J"_ NUTTER. 
PROPRIETOR 
Crockery and Chinaware, Hot rca ~1 uts. Orang1•:, 
Lemon~, ('onfec·tion,.?ry, Tolmeeo and Cig·nrs. 
Goods Delivered at College 
Two Doors East of P. 0., AMES, IOWA. 
OSGOOD, HARRIS & CO . 
CASH Boone x Gandy x factory , . , 
And l\_estaurant. Dry (Joods House . 
:-,;erYPR \feals at all hours .. Keeps the choicf"Rt linc-
<,t ( 'onfectionerv. S(•rvef-:l. the liest dish of 
()ys\t'rs. Makes t 1,e finest lcc-l 'ream 
and treats ynu lletter than any 
other man in tuwn. 
Eighlh Street. First Door East of Chc.nd1cr's. 
L. LANDAUER, 
Glothi0r i ~ 1 Gents' Furnishing Goods, 
::H:ATS AND CA -PS_ 
Boone, Iowa, 
413anrl 41ii IValrrnt Ht., DES ~fOl:S:E,. TA. 
Ar:• now 1·eceh-ing- th0ir f?ULL nn<l COMPLETB 
HTllCK ,,r 
SPRING GOODS. 
Embracing• a.ii the ~'iade . :i in Plain. Gr:Js Grain n::d 
Ilrncadc t-;ilks, Su1nme:· Silk~, Phin nnd Brl)ern1P 
~atin~, Plaids in 111 w nnd benuti1ul <'Olors nn<l ck-
signs of Silk anrl \Vor~tcd, Fine Dr-:~ss Good,s, Corn 
1non and StnplP Dre s noorl~. ~prcifll ,itte·1tio•1 iR 
called to onr .'\.LL WOOL BLACK BTJ:S:Ti:\'G at Jr, 
cPnt'3 per ) ard. Laces, Ribbons an11 Trimming·. 
Bargains in Harr1b111·g Embroideri··R. I a'eRt >oyeJ-
ties i11 L:1dies· Ne··kwear. Larg·est and hm~t v, l'iety 
of Hou8e }.,urniRhing Goo<ls in the cit\ 
AGEN°TS F,m RUT -;:RTCK'S P \'I'TER' :,. 
tw=Particu'ar att:'nlinn p·iH to the filling of m· 
f1 er~. ~mnp}e,q o.;;pnt t'n application. 
o-·ooon. HAHHIR & co. 
--- ------· -- -----
---=-----
BERNERD B-ERK:,,oN, "The Hatter." Largest stock and lowest prices. 
Orders by mail promptly filleo.. -l-21 Walnnt St., Det-1 Moines. 
AD VERTISEMENTo. 
MENDELSSOHN PIANO COMPANtOLESS & WRIGHT, 
. :--and Offer for the next 60 days only. 
$S50 Sqn re Grand Piano ror $245. 
,,!ANO ~ r~LE 31 M;·gnficellt rosewood case, ele-1 t. i 2 gaudy 11nishP<i, 3 strings, 71-3 
Octaves, full p~tteut canta11te ;1g1 affes, 0111· 11ew pat-
ent t, verstru11g se,1le, beautiful carvt'd !Pgs, Hnd lyre, 
b.eavy scrpontinf-' and large fancy rnouldin~. tnll iron 
trarne, F1ern•11 tlraull Acrion. Ura11d Hummer-;, 111 
fact eve!'\ i1npro\'e1nent which can in any way tPnct 
,o tlw perfeutioll of tlle inst· unwnt, has been added. 
~-om price for this instni;uent, boxed ~IIA ~ QQ 
and deliveretl on car at New York, with fine \lllll'III, 
Piano Coyer, st, 101 and lnstruetion Book, only 
,Jurt reduced lrom our late wholesale. factory price, 
:$295. fur 60 ,lays 01111', Tio is is now, by for the greatest 
barg-iin eYt'l' offered to t,:c musical public. (Tnpre-
c:1dented sticcess ! Ti emendous dt'tnand for this 
ftylt• ! 8e11d in your or{ler ut once. Do not lose this 
r,1re opportunit,. 
Th,s Piano will be sent on 15daystl'sttl'ial. Please 
seud refere11tcs with order if you do not send 11wney. 
Cash sent with order will be refunded and freight 
chm gt-·s paid both \\'U.ys by u, if ti1c Piano 1s not jnst 
a-, represented. Seven1l otlier Special Bargains; 
l-'m,110-.;, .jl60 up. Over 15,000 in use and not one dis-
:-.at1sfied pun:1,aser. Dont ti.11 to write 11s before buy-
in!.!. i-iand~1nne Jllu-tratwd Pian') l'atnJ·ig·up, 1nailcd 
1rBt•, giv1n 1. the highest testimonials e,~,·r a,, arded to 
aay pwno manufacturer EvPry piano fully war-
ranted for.:,; 1"eurs. Sheet :'.\Iusie at one th1rd prim•. 
Calatog·ue of :;,uoo ehoice piece"' of pDpular ,\lusic 
set1t .for 3c starnp. 
Mend· lssohn Pian: Co., P. 0. Box 2058, N .Y.Oity. 
EARS FOR THE MILLION ! 
Foo Choo·~ B'l.isam of Shark's Oi1 
Posit:Yely Restores the Hearing, and is tbe only ab-
solute Cure for Dea.nt"'S"i knrnvn. 
This Oil is e"strac ed lrom peculiar species of 
small White Shark, caught in th.· l.ellow Sea and 
kno,,n ;,s Canha,·o(iun Hu1,llt:1et11. E,·ery Chinese 
fisherman knows it. ltA virtues as a resto1 ative of 
hearing was discovt•red by a Buddhist priest about 
the ,,ear 1410. Its cures 11ere so numerous and many 
so seemingly miraculous, that the remedy was offi-
mally proclaiml'd over the entire Empire. Its use 
became so uniY1•rsal that for over 300 years no Deaf-
ne...:s has existed among tile Chinese people. Sent, I 
charg·es prepaid, to an\ address, at ~1.00 per bottle. 
. HEAR WHAT THE uEAF SAY: i 
It has periorrued a miracle in rny c11,se. 
l have no unearthly noises in my hearl and hear 
1
, 
EiUCh Letter. 
I have been g-reatly llenefitted. I 
My deafm,ss helped a great deal-think another 
lrnl tie will cure me . 
. \ly hearing is lllUCh benefitted. 
1 have recehed ul!told benefit. 
'.\Iy hearing is improving. 
It is 1.dviug good satistaction. 
Have be!'ll g1e ttly benefitted, and am rejoiced 
that I saw the nutiee of it. 
"Its virtues are unquestiouable and its curative 
character absolute, as the writer can personally tes-
tify both from experience and obseiTation. Write 
at 0;1ceto Havlock &Jenney. 7 Dey street, N. York, 
enclosing $1, ·and you will receive by retnrn a reme-
dy tllat will enable you to hear like anybody else, 
and whose curative effects will be permanent. You 
will ne\'er regret doing- so.-/id. Mercantile Review. 
To '" oid loss in the mails, please send money by 
Hegie-tt>re<l Letter. 
Only Imported by Haylock& Jenney, 7 Dey St., N.Y. 
·;;:.w- Sole Agents for America. 
LEADING 
G0nts' Furnish@rs 
and HATTERS, 
215 Fifth St., DES MOINES. 
;',f:1il orders for Hats, GloveB, Underweal', Hos1etT. 
:o\hirts, Coll •rs and Cnlfs, promptly filled. 
~ Goods c•;in bo returned if not s•1tisfacton. 
CAPITAL HOTEL, 
E·1st LocnRt St:·eet. one-half block from C. & N. W. 
tlPpt•t. 
A. I. Lindsay, Prop., Des Moines, la, 
J,, st cla,s in all respe~ts. A trial respectfully solic-
L (- d. 
------ ---~-· ----------
THE INTELLIGENGER 
BOOK AND JOB WORK 
A SPECIALTY . 
Elegant Stationery 
Al\rn~s in stock. A large line of Choice 
Wedding Goods and Engraved 
Cards just received. 
Fine Papetries on Hand ! 
t:-ocieties and indiYi<luals can have all wants 
supplied. 

--=-=-=-=--GLOBE--- NOUJlSE BJlOS., 
One Price Clothing "THE CASH GRGCE\S !" 
Corner Fourth and Walnut Streets. 
Have the lmge,t and best stock of Groceries in the 
Cit.y. Yon c,i,n s,w., money by dt>al-
in_, with Nourse Bros. 
A FINE LINE OF CANDIES, FIGS AND ORANGES. 
Order by Telephone. 
Op,'ra H,.use Bioc:,, AMES. :ow A. 
MERCHANT TAILORS T WE ARE PAR EXCELLENT. 
W. H. SHEPHERD, Cutler. 
501 Walnut Street. 
Hirsch Brothers. 
~l\iHUI 
II II 
[11\lillli 
---------
Send $1, $2 $3, or $5 f 
retail box, by express, of ora the 
rica, 
and 
for 
Best Candies in Ame 
put up in elegant boxes, 
strictly pure. Suitable 
presents. Express cha 
light. Refers to all Chic 
Try it once. 
Address 
g_ F. GUNTH 
CONFECTW'.\" EH, 
CHICAGO, - I 
rges 
ago. 
A: I-I. THAYER'S 
M &/!rilin' s P l/u;tograp hs. 
None to excel them m Boone or Boone county. 
J. PAUL MARTIN, 4 2 grapher. 
Cor. Eighth and Keeler Streets. BOONE, IOWA. 
One Price 
503 and 505 Walnut Street, 
DES MOINES, IOWP.. 
The only Double Room Clothing Store, and lighted 
by Electric Light. Exclusively Men's, 
Youths', Boys' and Children's CH1lf Baker1 e lest11ra1nt Clotblng and 
Gents' Furnishing Goods. 
rest s,·da Fountain and Cream Parlor 
in the City. 
. .. 
FANCY GROCERIES, FRUITS, CHOICE CIGARS. ->7•SOULES & FLEMING~ 
All Gocds sold for Cost, and more too. GOOD BLOCK. 
10101 A+ AGRIGULTUF\AL _+ GOLLEGR . 
.,, 
,,p-1-0fficers of Instruction.-,.tj,, 
A. s. WELCH, LL. D., PRESIDENT, 
Professor of Psychology and Philosophy of Science. 
S. A. KNAPP, LL. D., VICE-PRESIDENT, 
Prof. of Practical and Experimental Agriculture. 
W. H. WYMN, A. M., Ph.D., 
Prof. English Literature and Science of Language. 
C. E. BESSEY, M. Sc, Ph.D., 
Professor of Botany, Zoology and Entomol,ogy. 
A. THOMSON, C. E., 
Prof. Mechanical Engineering and Supt. Wm·kshop. 
F. E. L. BEAL, B.Sc., 
Professor of Geology, and Steward. 
T. E. POPE, A. M., 
Professor of Chemistry. 
M. STALKER, B.Sc., V. S., 
' Professor of Veterinary Scwnee. 
J. L. BUDD, M. H., 
Professor of Horticultµre. 
J. K. MACOMBltR, B.Sc., 
ProfesBOr of Physies and Librarian. 
E. W. STANTON, B. Sc., 
Professor of Mathematics mid Politieal Eeonomy. 
D.S. FAIRCHILD, M. D., 
Prof. of Histology. Patlwl,ogy, Therapeutic•, 
and Comparative Anatomy. 
C. F. MOUNT, C. E., 
Profe•sw of Civil Engineeri11g. 
MRS. MARY B. WELCH, 
Leeturer on Domestic Economy. 
MISS MARTHA SINCLAIR, PRECEPTRESS, 
Instructor in French and Engli,ih. 
COL. JOHN SCOTT, 
Professor of Military 1'actirs. 
FREMONT TURNE~, B. Sc_,M, E., 
Foreman and Teacher in the Wmkshop. 
J.C. HAINER, B. Sc., 
Instruetor in M athrmaties and Prnctrrr. 
HEliBERT OSBORN, M.Sc., 
A•sistant in Zoology and Entomol,og11. 
T. W. SHEARER.B. Sc., 
Assistant in the Chemical Lahoratmy. 
MISS ERMINA ATHEARN, 
1'eaehe:I· of Vocal and ln•trumental 111ttsie. 
GEN"EBAL STATE::M:ENT. 
Candidates for admission, of either sex, must be at least sixteen years of age. Before entering th<' 
Freshman class. they must pass a thorough examination in Reading, English Grammar Physiology. Ar1t11-
metic and Algebra, through equations of the first degree. Any applicant for admission to one of the hight'r 
classes, must pass examination with a standing of at least three (four being perfect,) in the branches named 
and the studies 9~ the preceding c~ass or classes,_ tidet!~ on entering th? College are re911ired, moreover; 
to declare In wntmg, that the:y will conform tot , ud1t10ns of membership, and, except m case of illness 
or unforl)l!een misfortune, remam at least one ter . 
Expew!es.-Students pa:y actual cost for board;·ures, lights, laundry, damage to College property, when 
caused by them&elves, care, lighting, wa1mmg, and general repair of the College building and f11111itill'e and 
such other incidental expenses as belong to them as a body. Students pay uothmg for tuition nor the 'g.,11 -
eral expenses of the College. SLudents supply themselves with pillows and other bedding, with towels and 
carpets if they desire· them. They supply themselves with ticks, which can be filled with straw after tht'll' 
arrival. The rates of charges are as tollows : Bo:-trd, per week, $2.25; fires and lights, per week. 30 cent,s : 
incidental expenses, per week, 21 cents; laundry, per dozen, 50 cents; room rent, per term. $1.50 to $3.00. 
Board fires aud lights in the College, $2.10 per week. 
iiianuai Labor.-Membe1-s of the .Freshman, Sub-Freshman and other classes, may engage in such uuiu-
strnctive labor as the interests of the institution require, at the rate of from four to ten cents per l10nr. 
Faithful and effieie'lt worke1-s can earn about $1.00 per week. 
course.• of Stud11.-There are four courses of study, viz: The course in Sciences related to the Indus-
tries the coin-se in Civil Engineering, the com-se in Mechanical Engineering, and tile Course in Veterinary 
Science.· The Freshman year and the first ter t of the Sophomore year are devoted to preparatory studies. 
At the close of the first term of the Sophomo.-e. year, each student choost>s one of the industrial COllrses~ 
These include a full course of teehnfcal stndy and practice and the general studies necessary to a liberal ed11-
catioJ1The College Is well supplied witt; means of instruction, The Library is supplied with all the standard 
literature. and works of reference in science and art. The Chemical and Physical Laboratories, are among 
the largest and best fnmished in the country. The farm, garden, and workshop, with their su}lply or ma-
chinery Implements, of stock, present to the student the best specimens of industrial int, and tile e11tlre sy~-
tem of instruction and practice is caleulated to prepa,re the sLudent for the actual duties of lite. 
~For Cata)olfue containing full information, address, A. S. WELCH; President, Ames, Iowa. 
